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Abstract
We reconstruct the evolution of the dark energy (DE) density using a nonparametric Bayesian approach from a
combination of the latest observational data. We caution against parameterizing DE in terms of its equation of state
as it can be singular in modiﬁed gravity models, and using it introduces a bias preventing negative effective DE
densities. We ﬁnd a 3.7σ preference for an evolving effective DE density with interesting features. For example, it
oscillates around the Λ cold dark matter prediction at z0.7, and could be negative at z2.3; DE can be
pressure-less at multiple redshifts, and a short period of cosmic deceleration is allowed at 0.1z0.2. We
perform the reconstruction for several choices of the prior, as well as a evidence-weighted reconstruction. We ﬁnd
that some of the dynamical features, such as the oscillatory behavior of the DE density, are supported by the
Bayesian evidence, which is a ﬁrst detection of a dynamical DE with a positive Bayesian evidence. The evidence-
weighted reconstruction prefers a dynamical DE at a (2.5± 0.06)σ signiﬁcance level.
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1. Introduction
Since becoming the working model of cosmology following
the discovery of cosmic acceleration (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter
et al. 1999), the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model has withstood
all of the tests using increasingly accurate and comprehensive
cosmic microwave background (CMB; Bennett et al. 2013;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2016), supernovae (SNe; Conley et al.
2011; Suzuki et al. 2012), galaxy clustering (Zehavi et al. 2011),
and weak lensing (Heymans et al. 2013; Hildebrandt et al. 2017)
data. There are, however, good reasons to keep an open mind
regarding possible extensions and alternatives to ΛCDM. The two
main ingredients of the model, Λ and CDM, are not understood at
a fundamental level. Direct searches of dark matter have so far
failed, while the observed value of the vacuum energy implies a
technically unnatural ﬁne-tuning of Λ in the context of the
effective ﬁeld theory (Burgess 2017). This is the framework for
the present understanding of particle interactions.
The recent exquisite measurements of the CMB temperature
and polarization by Planck (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016)
signiﬁcantly reduced the uncertainties in ΛCDM parameters.
With this dramatic improvement in precision, it is perhaps not
surprising that several 2–3σ level tensions have appeared
between Planck and other data sets, as well as within the
Planck data itself (Addison et al. 2016), when interpreted
within the ΛCDM model. For instance, the locally measured
value of the Hubble constant H0 is off by 3.5σ from the Planck
best ﬁt (Riess et al. 2016). The expansion rate at z=2.34,
implied by the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS) baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAOs) measurement
from the Lyα forest (Font-Ribera et al. 2014; Delubac et al.
2015), disagrees with the best-ﬁt ΛCDM prediction at a ∼2.7σ
level. These tensions are not at a signiﬁcance level sufﬁcient to
rule out ΛCDM—they could simply be statistical ﬂuctuations
(Scott 2018). It is also possible that they are caused by
unaccounted systematic effects in the measurements, or the
modeling of the data. However, it is worth noting that these
tensions have persisted and become stronger over the past three
years, fueling signiﬁcant interest in possible extensions of ΛCDM,
such as dynamical dark energy (DE; Di Valentino et al. 2017a;
Solà et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2017; Capozziello et al. 2018; Ooba
et al. 2018; Solà Peracaula et al. 2018), interacting DE and dark
matter (Das et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2015; Di Valentino et al.
2017b; Yang et al. 2018), and other extensions of ΛCDM.
A reconstruction of the effective DE equation of state (EOS)
w aDE
eff ( ) from a combination of recent data was presented in
Zhao et al. (2017), showing a clear preference for w 1DE
eff < - ,
along with a possible crossing of the w 1DE
eff = - divide. Such
behavior is impossible for quintessence—a minimally coupled
scalar ﬁeld with a canonical kinetic term (Ratra & Peebles 1988;
Wetterich 1995, 2002; Caldwell et al. 1998; Steinhardt et al.
1999; Peebles & Ratra 2003), unless the sign of the kinetic
term is changed by hand (Caldwell 2002; Carroll et al. 2003;
Vikman 2005). This, however, leads to ghost instabilities, i.e.,
energy being unbounded from below, unless one postulates a
non-Lorentz-invariant cutoff at an appropriately chosen scale
(Cline et al. 2004). On the other hand, such “ghostly” behavior
generically occurs in non-minimally coupled DE models, i.e.,
where DE and matter interact through an additional scalar force
(Carroll et al. 2005; Das et al. 2006). There, the wDE
eff measured
in Zhao et al. (2017) would not be the EOS of the scalar ﬁeld,
but it would be an effective quantity that depends on the
coupling to matter. Such a wDE
eff is allowed to be phantom and to
cross −1, with the effective DE density (deﬁned below)
allowed to change sign. In such cases, parameterizing the DE
evolution via wDE
eff is unnecessarily restrictive as, by design, it
does not allow for negative effective DE densities. To address
this, we will directly reconstruct the effective DE density.
We deﬁne the effective DE in a purely phenomenological
way, by letting it describe all of the contributions to the
standard Friedmann equation other than matter and radiation.
Namely, the effective DE density DE
effr is deﬁned via
H
H a a
X a , 1
2
0
2
r
4
M
3 DE
= W + W + W ( ) ( )
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where a is the scale factor, and X a a 1DE
eff
DE
effr rº( ) ( ) ( ). DEeffr
could include modiﬁcations of gravity, non-minimal interactions
with matter, etc.We assume a ﬂat universe, so that Ωr+ΩM+
ΩDE=1 and H(a= 1)=H0.
Most studies of DE dynamics (but not all, see, e.g., Wang &
Tegmark 2004; Sahni & Starobinsky 2006; Sahni et al. 2014;
Poulin et al. 2018) attempt to measure the DE EOS, wDE=
pDE/ρDE. If DE is a conserved ﬂuid with ρDE>0, then
specifying wDE(a) fully determines the dynamics of DE. In such
a case, one can replace pDE with wDEρDE in the conservation
equation, H w3 1 0DE DE DEr r+ + =˙ ( ) , and solve it to
ﬁnd a da w a a1 exp 3 1
aDE DE
1
DEòr r= ¢ + ¢ ¢⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥( ) ( ) ( ( )) . Working
with the EOS provides a simple test of the ΛCDM as wΛ=−1
independent of the value of Λ. However, in theories where the
DE ﬁeld mediates a force between matter particles, the effective
DE EOS, w pDE
eff
DE
eff
DE
effrº , can become singular, because DEeffr
can change sign (see Appendix A for details; Horndeski 1974;
Deffayet et al. 2009a, 2009b, 2011; Gleyzes et al. 2015). Thus,
parameterizing the expansion history wDE
eff in cosmological
codes used for model-independent tests of gravity, such as
MGCAMB (Zhao et al. 2009; Hojjati et al. 2011), EFTCAMB (Hu
et al. 2014; Raveri et al. 2014), and hiCLASS (Zumalacárregui
et al. 2017), could lead to a bias, as it assumes 0DE
effr > at all
times. This is particularly relevant because the data indicate a
preference for wDE<−1, which is prohibited for quintessence
but can happen in modiﬁed gravity and brane-world models
(Damour et al. 1990; Torres 2002; Chung et al. 2003; Faraoni
2003; Sahni & Shtanov 2003; Carroll et al. 2005; Das et al.
2006). For these reasons, looking directly at the evolution of DE
density is more appropriate. Avoiding the assumption of a
positive ρDE also allows one to constrain models such as
“Everpresent Λ” (Ahmed et al. 2004; Ahmed & Sorkin 2013;
Zwane et al. 2017), in which the observed cosmological
“constant” ﬂuctuates between positive and negative values.
2. Data and Method
In what follows, we use the correlated prior method of
(Crittenden et al. 2012, 2009) to reconstruct the evolution of
the DE density from the available data sets used to probe the
background expansion. We start with a brief review of the data
sets and the reconstruction method.
Our phenomenological deﬁnition of the effective DE (1)
does not specify the underlying theory needed for calculating
cosmological perturbations. To keep the analysis general, we
only evaluate observables predicted by the Friedmann equation
and consider data sets probing the background expansion
history. They include the CMB distance information from
Planck (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016),5 the “Joint Light-
curve Analysis” (JLA) supernovae (Betoule et al. 2014), BAO
measurements from 6dF Galaxy Survey (6dFGS; Beutler et al.
2011), Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data release (DR)7
Main Galaxy Sample (MGS; Ross et al. 2015), tomographic
BOSS DR12 (TomoBAO; Wang et al. 2017), eBOSS DR14
quasar sample (DR14Q; Ata et al. 2018) and the Lyα forest
(LyαFBAO) of BOSS DR11 quasars (Font-Ribera et al.
2014; Delubac et al. 2015), the local measurement of
H0=73.24±1.74 [km s
−1 Mpc−1] in Riess et al. (2016),
and the Observational Hubble parameter Data (OHD; Moresco
et al. 2016).
To reconstruct X(a), we parameterize it in terms of its values at
N points in a. Namely, we have bins Xi=X(ai), i=1, K, N,
with ai distributed uniformly in the interval aä[1, 0.001]. We
take N=40, which is large enough so that further increases do
not affect the reconstruction results. If Xi were assumed to be
independent, ﬁtting them to data would yield large uncertainties,
rendering the reconstruction useless. Moreover, treating the bins
as completely independent is an unreasonably strong assumption
as, in any speciﬁc theory, the effective DE density would be
correlated at nearby points in a. Motivated by these considera-
tions, we use the method of Crittenden et al. (2009, 2012) and
introduce a prior that correlates the neighboring bins. Speciﬁcally,
we take X(a) to be a Gaussian random variable with a given
correlation ξ between its values at a and a′, i.e., a ax - ¢ º(∣ ∣)
X a X a X a X afid fidá - ¢ - ¢ ñ[ ( ) ( )][ ( ) ( )] . Here, Xﬁd(a) is a refer-
ence ﬁducial model, and the correlation function ξ is chosen
so that it is nonzero for a a- ¢∣ ∣ below a given “correlation
length” ac, and approaches zero at larger separations. We
adopt the CPZ form (Crittenden et al. 2009, 2012) for the
correlation, namely, a a a a a0 1 c 2x x- ¢ = + - ¢(∣ ∣) ( ) [ (∣ ∣ ) ],
where ξ(0) sets the strength of the prior. The latter can be
related to the expected variance in the mean value of X as
a a a0m c
2
max mins px - ( ) ( ). In practice, we set σm and ac,
and derive the corresponding ξ(0).
As our “standard” working prior we adopt ac=0.06 and
σm=0.04, which were the values used in Zhao et al. (2017) to
reconstruct wDE(a). Their physical meaning is, of course,
different, as wDE and X are related through an integral and,
therefore, have different correlation properties. To better
understand the impact of the prior, we have also performed
reconstructions using different values of ac and σm. We ﬁnd
that our standard prior is rather weak in the sense that
decreasing ac or increasing σm increases the uncertainties but
does not change the shape of the reconstruction. We show
results with a few stronger priors in Appendix B. As expected,
in the limit of a 1c  or 0ms  the reconstructed X becomes a
constant.
Our binning scheme for X includes eight bins in the redshift
range 3<z<1000, between the redshift of the LyαFBAO
measurement and the CMB last scattering surface. The reason
for keeping these eight bins, even though there are no data
points in that range, was to simplify the evaluation of the prior
covariance that can be performed analytically for uniformly
spaced bins. However, physically no information can be gained
from having these additional degrees of freedom at z>3. To
check the role that they play in the reconstruction, we replaced
them with a single bin for zä[3.85, 1000]. The value of X in
the wide bin was either ﬁxed to 1, or allowed to vary freely,
uncorrelated with the 32 lower redshift bins. As shown in
Appendix B, the reconstruction of X in the range probed by
observations, zä[0, 3], is largely unaffected by what is
assumed at higher redshifts.
We use PolyChord6 (Handley et al. 2015a, 2015b), a
nested sampling plug-in for CosmoMC7 (Lewis & Bridle 2002),
whichenables computation of the Bayesian evidence, to
sample the parameter space P h h X, , , ,b c s i2 2 = W W Q{ },
where hb 2W and hc 2W are the physical densities of baryon
5 The CMB distance prior used in this Letter was derived in Wang & Dai
(2016) from the Planck 2015 data, which is largely consistent with the latest
Planck 2018 result (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018).
6 https://ccpforge.cse.rl.ac.uk/gf/project/polychord/
7 http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/
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and CDM, respectively, Θs is the ratio of the sound horizon to
the angular diameter distance at the decoupling epoch (multi-
plied by 100), X i 1, , 40i = ¼( ) are the binned DE density
parameters, and  collectively denotes all of the data nuisance
parameters that need to be marginalized over. All parameters
are sampled from sufﬁciently wide ﬂat priors. In particular, the
range for the X bins is set to be 1 , 1X X- D + D[ ] with
ΔX=4 as the default value. Note that the value of X in the ﬁrst
bin is ﬁxed by deﬁnition in Equation (1): X1=X(a= 1)=1.
The range of nearby bins is then effectively reduced by the
correlations induced by the prior. In addition, the sampling
procedure guarantees H2(a)>0 at all times. To test how the
reconstruction and Bayesian evidence for dynamical DE
change with the strength of the prior, we additionally perform
reconstructions for a set of ΔX values logarithmically spaced in
the interval ΔXä[0.01, 4]. We also run a special case with
ΔX=0, which represents the ΛCDM model, for a comparison.
A modiﬁed version of CAMB8 (Lewis et al. 2000) is used to
calculate theoretical predictions.
3. Results
Panel (A) of Figure 1 compares our reconstructed X(z) to the
one derived from w zDE
eff ( ) reconstructed in Zhao et al. (2017)
using similar data, showing them as mutually consistent. The
X(z) derived from w zDE
eff ( ) is strictly positive, as using the EOS
implicitly assumes the positivity of the DE density that can bias
the reconstruction. Separate reconstructions from individual
data sets are presented in the Appendix C, showing that the H0
and the LyαFBAO data both drag X(z) toward negative values
at high z. The best-ﬁt parameters of XCDM are given in
Table 1. From the values of X at various redshifts, we can see
that the oscillatory features of energy density is favored by the
combined data.
Figure 2 compares H(z) and DA(z) derived from the
reconstructed X(z) to their observed values, with all quantities
rescaled by their best-ﬁt ΛCDM values. The oscillatory features
in the derived H(z) and DA(z) at z0.7, which are directly
related to those in X(z) shown in panel (A) of Figure 1, are
driven by measurements of H0, SNe and TomoBAO. The
bump-and-damp feature in H(z) at z0.7 (also seen in the
reconstruction performed in Poulin et al. 2018), on the other
hand, is due to the LyαFBAO measurement and the integral
constraint of the CMB. This can be read from the improved χ2
listed in Table 2, namely, the XCDM model reduces the χ2 of
TomoBAO, LyαFBAO, H0 and SNe by 4.9, 4.3, 4.1, and 4.1,
respectively, meaning that it is these data sets that contribute
the most to the features in X.
In Figure 1, in addition to X, we show the normalized
effective DE pressure, Y z P z 0DE
eff
DE
effrº( ) ( ) ( )9 derived via
Y X dX dz z11
3
= - + +( ), and the deceleration parameter, q
(z). As shown in panel (B), Y(z) oscillates around the ΛCDM
prediction of −1, and, interestingly, DE is within ∼1σ of
having zero pressure at z;0.1, 0.5, 0.9 and z3. Panel (C)
shows q(z) oscillating around the prediction of the best-ﬁt
ΛCDM model (dashed–dotted line). Unlike in ΛCDM, where
the acceleration starts at z∼0.6, the best ﬁt XCDM universe
would not be accelerating until z∼0.45, and would experience
a short period of deceleration during 0.1z0.2, although it
is far from conclusive given the uncertainties.
The best-ﬁt dynamical DE model reduces the χ2 by 13.9
compared to ΛCDM, which implies that it being preferred at a
3.7σ level. However, XCDM has more degrees of freedom, and
the appropriate way to assess the signiﬁcance of DE dynamics is
to compare the Bayesian evidences. For our “standard” prior, the
Bayes factor, which is the logarithm of the ratio of the evidences,
is negative, indicating no evidence for the best-ﬁt XCDM.
To see the extent to which these conclusions depend on the
choice of the prior parameters, we perform reconstructions with
different prior strength and show, in Figure 3, the signiﬁcance,
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), S N 2c= D∣ ∣ , and the evidence
as functions of ΔX (the range of variation of X in each bin). We
see that, as expected, both the S/N and the evidence approach
zero when the prior is very strong. Interestingly, the evidence
shows a trend of climbing toward positive values as ΔX
increases, with a peak showing up at ΔX∼0.1, and drops
below zero for ΔX0.4. This motivates us to consider an
evidence-weighted reconstruction, which linearly combines
reconstructions with different ΔX, weighted by the Bayesian
evidence, i.e.,
Z z
Z z e
e
;
2W
i X
E
i
E
ln
ln
i
Xi
Xi
å
åº
D D D
D D( )
[ ( ) ]
[ ]
( )
( )
( )
Figure 1. Panel (A): X(z) (best-ﬁt and 68% CL uncertainty) reconstructed using
our standard correlated prior (blue ﬁlled band) compared to X(z) derived from
w zDE
eff ( ) reconstructed in Zhao et al. (2017; black curves and a data point
with error bars); panel (B): the reconstructed effective DE pressure Y z º( )
P z 0 ;DE
eff
DE
effr( ) ( ) panel (C): the reconstructed deceleration parameter q(z). For
reconstructions in panels (A)–(C), the range of variation of X in each bin is set
by ΔX=4. Panels (D)–(F): the same quantities as in panels (A)–(C) but
reconstructed usingΔX=0.09 (black solid curves), and the evidence-weighted
reconstruction deﬁned in Equation (2) (blue ﬁlled band). The wine dashed–
dotted curves in panels (C) and (F) show the best-ﬁt q(z) in ΛCDM, and the
dashed horizontal lines show q=0 to guide the eye. The dashed horizontal
lines in panels (A), (B), (D), (E) correspond to the ΛCDM model.
8 http://camb.info
9 We divide the effective pressure by the energy density today instead
of zDE
effr ( ) to avoid a singularity when zDEeffr ( ) changes sign.
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where Z=X, Y, q. The evidence-weighted reconstructions are
shown in panels (D)–(F) of Figure 1. They retain the key
features of the best-ﬁt XCDM shown in panels (A)–(C), but at a
lesser signiﬁcance. In particular, the overall signiﬁcance of the
deviation from ΛCDM reduces to (2.5± 0.06)σ. Panels (D)–(F)
show the results for ΔX=0.09, which corresponds to the
maximal Bayesian evidence ΔlnE=0.77±0.28. We ﬁnd
them to be quite similar, as expected, because the linear
combination in the evidence-weighted reconstruction is domi-
nated by the component with maximal weight.
4. Conclusion and Discussions
Different levels of tension among various kinds of observa-
tions within the framework of ΛCDM necessitates the
exploration of extended cosmological models beyond ΛCDM.
As was shown in an earlier study (Zhao et al. 2017), dynamical
DE parameterized in terms of its EOS is able to release the
tension, but is not favored over ΛCDM by the Bayesian
evidence.
In this Letter, we take a another route to investigating the
evolution of DE; namely, we directly reconstruct the effective
DE density X from data. This is advantageous over reconstruct-
ing the EOS, as X is more directly related to data, while the
EOS is related to the derivative of H(z). Thus, we caution
against parameterizing DE in terms of its EOS as it generally
biases toward positive values and smoother evolution of the DE
density. This can affect the Bayesian evidence—one can obtain
from the same data a positive Bayes while using X(z), and a
negative one when using wDE(z). Furthermore, X is more
physically relevant in modiﬁed gravity theories, where it can be
negative and change sign. Such dynamics would be forbidden
for X derived from an EOS.
We ﬁnd hints of DE dynamics at a signiﬁcance of 3.7σ with
interesting features. For example, X oscillates around the
ΛCDM prediction at z0.7, and can become negative at
z2.3; DE can be pressure-less at multiple redshifts during
evolution, and a short period of cosmic deceleration is allowed
by current data at 0.1z0.2. We note that these features
would have been missed if the DE density was parameterized
using a simple polynomial (Lemos et al. 2018). Some of these
dynamical features, including the oscillations, are supported by
the Bayesian evidence (the Bayesian factor is positive at about
Figure 2. Top panel: H(z) derived from the reconstructed X(z) rescaled by that
of the best ﬁt ΛCDM model. The data points with error bars show the
measurements of H as illustrated in the legend. Bottom panel: same as the top
panel but for the angular diameter distance DA.
Table 1
The Best-ﬁt Values and the 68% CL Uncertainties of Cosmological Parameters
in the ΛCDM and XCDM Models
ΛCDM XCDM
hb 2W 0.0224±0.00013 0.0223±0.00016
hc 2W 0.1189±0.00087 0.1203±0.00141
Θs 1.0412±0.00029 1.0411±0.00032
X(z = 0.08) 1 0.926±0.056
X(z = 0.18) 1 1.042±0.062
X(z = 0.39) 1 0.835±0.068
X(z = 1.16) 1 1.251±0.282
X(z = 2.24) 1 0.076±0.438
ΩM 0.302±0.005 0.288±0.008
H0 [km s
−1 Mpc−1] 68.41±0.387 70.30±0.998
Table 2
Top Section: the Difference in 2c between XCDM and ΛCDM Models,
2
XCDM
2
CDM
2c c cD º - L , for Individual Data Sets. Bottom Section: the
Signiﬁcance, S N 2cº D∣ ∣ , and the Bayesian Evidence ElnD for
Reconstructions using ΔX=4 and ΔX=0.09,
and the Evidence-weighted Reconstruction
TomoBAO LyαFBAO SNe H0 OHD Prior
Δχ2 −4.9 −4.3 −4.1 −4.1 −1.2 +3.0
Alldata+standardcorrelatedprior
ΔX=4 ΔX=0.09 evidence-
weighted
S/N 3.7s 2.8σ (2.5 ± 0.06)σ
ElnD −5.7±0.3 0.77±0.28 N/A
Figure 3. Bayes factor relative to that of the ΛCDM (Δ lnE) and the
signiﬁcance level of deviation from ΛCDM (S N 2cº D∣ ∣ ) for different
values of ΔX that set the range of variation of X in each bin.
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2.8σ level for the case of ΔX= 0.09, for example), which is the
ﬁrst time a dynamical DE with a positive Bayesian evidence is
detected. Furthermore, the evidence-weighted reconstruction
prefers the dynamical DE at a (2.5± 0.06)σ signiﬁcance level.
The new features of DE dynamics await scrutiny by
forthcoming BAO measurements by Dark Energy Spectroscopic
Instrument,10 Euclid,11 and Prime Focus Spectrograph.12 Gravita-
tional wave sources accompanied by electromagnetic counterparts
will also offer accurate independent estimates of H0 at very low
redshifts (Abbott et al. 2017; Guidorzi et al. 2017; Hotokezaka
et al. 2018). The methodology developed in this Letter will be
useful in further studies of DE and modiﬁed gravity.
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Appendix A
The Effective DE Density in General Cosmologies
In what follows, we show that in modiﬁed gravity theories
the effective DE density X(a), deﬁned in Equation (1), is
allowed to change sign. To see this, consider the class of
generalized Brans–Dicke models described by the action
(Bergmann 1968; Nordtvedt 1970; Wagoner 1970)
S d x g
F R
G
V
16
1
2
,M4 ò fp f f f= - - ¶ ¶ - +m m⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥( ) ( )
where M is the Lagrangian of all particle and radiation ﬁelds.
The modiﬁed Einstein equation in this model is
G GF T T F g F
G T T
8
8 , 3
M
M
1
DE
eff
p
p
= + +   -
= +
mn mn mnf m n mn
mn mn
- { }
{ ( ) } ( )
where, in the second line, we have deﬁned the effective DE
stress-energy by absorbing into it all of the terms on the right-
hand side other than the usual matter term, i.e.,
T F T F g F F T1 . 4MDE
eff 1 º +   - + -mn mnf m n mn mn-( ) { ( ) } ( )
Then, the effective DE density is
F V HF F2 3 1 , 5MDE
eff 1 2r f f r= + - + -- { ˙ ( ) ˙ ( ) } ( )
while the effective DE pressure is
p F V HF F2 2 ¨ . 6DE
eff 1 2f f= - + +- { ˙ ( ) ˙ } ( )
The μ=ν=0 component of Equation (3) for a Friedmann–
Robertson–Walker background metric gives the usual
Friedmann equation
H
a
a
G
a a
8
3
, 7M
2
2
DE
effp r r= = +⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
˙ [ ( ) ( )] ( )
which can then be recast in the form of Equation (1).
The effective DE “ﬂuid” is, by construction, conserved,
H p3 0, 8DE
eff
DE
eff
DE
effr r+ + =˙ ( ) ( )
but its EOS,
w
V HF F
V HF F
2 2 ¨
2 3 1
, 9
M
DE
eff
2
2
f f
f f r=
- + +
+ - + -
˙ ( ) ˙
˙ ( ) ˙ ( )
( )
is not always well-deﬁned because DE
effr in the denominator is
allowed to change sign thanks to the new terms generated by the
non-minimal coupling F(f). In the case of quintessence, F=1,
the effective DE EOS is the same as the EOS of the scalar ﬁeld,
wf−1. For a general F(f), the scalar ﬁeld mediates a force
between matter particles, coupling the matter ﬂuid with DE so that
they are no longer separately conserved. Thus, as articulated in
Carroll et al. (2005) and Das et al. (2006), observing w 1DE
eff < - ,
or ﬁnding that DE
effr changes its sign, could be a smoking gun for
new interactions in the dark sector.
Appendix B
Investigating Alternative Priors and High-z
Parameterizations of X(z)
The reconstructed evolution of X(z) from the combination of all
data using our “standard” prior is shown in Figure 4. To help
interpret the reconstruction, we also show the 1σ uncertainties
around on the 40 bins from our Gaussian prior alone. The latter
are obtained by running CosmoMC and letting it converge with
using just the prior and no data. The ﬁducial model assumed by
the prior is X(z)=1, and the “best ﬁt” to the prior alone is very
close, although not identical to it, as expected. One can see that at
lower redshifts the data signiﬁcantly improves on the prior, while
at high redshifts the reduction in uncertainties is relatively small.
There are no data points probing the expansion history between
z=2.34, where the Lyα forest provides a BAO measurement,
and the epoch of last scattering at z∼1000 probed by CMB.
Thus, having several bins of X(z) in that redshift range is not
justiﬁed, except for the purpose of keeping the spacing between
the bins uniform. To check that these “extra” bins do not affect the
reconstruction of X(z), we try a couple of alternative choices of
parameterizing X at z>2.34. Speciﬁcally, we tried replacing the
last eight bins in the aä[0.001, 0.206] range (3.85< z< 1000)
with a single wide bin and either ﬁxed it to X=1, or let it vary
independently from other bins. As shown in Figure 4, the
reconstructed dynamics and the size of uncertainties at z<3
remains consistent in all three cases.
Finally, in Figure 5, we show the effect of using alternative
prior parameters in our reconstructions. There are two types of
prior parameters: (ac, σm), which set the prior covariance of the
bins, and ΔX, which sets the range of allowed values of X in
each bin. In each case, we also show the 1σ uncertainties on the
bins from the prior alone. The signiﬁcance of the DE dynamics
detection in panels (A) and (B) is 3.4σ and 2.9σ, respectively.
For the stronger priors, i.e., panels (E) and (F), the reconstruc-
tions are consistent with ΛCDM.
10 http://desi.lbl.gov/
11 https://www.euclid-ec.org
12 http://pfs.ipmu.jp/
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Appendix C
The X(z) Reconstructions using
Different Data Combinations
To show how each particular data set affects the reconstruc-
tion result, we reconstruct X(z) from various data combinations.
We ﬁrst combine a collection of data sets with no reported
tensions among themselves into a “Base” data set, which
includes the 2015 Planck distance priors, JLA supernovae, and
BAO measurements from 6dFGS, MGS, and eBOSS
DR14Q.13 We then add other data sets, one at a time, to
“Base” to form other data combinations, ﬁnally combining all
of the data together to form the most constraining data set. The
Figure 4. Reconstructed evolution of X z z 0DE
eff
DE
effr rº( ) ( ) ( ) (white line with the 1σ blue band around it) obtained by ﬁtting 40 bins uniformly spaced in aä[1, 0.01]
with the help of our standard prior (ac = 0.06, σm = 0.04). The discrete error bars show the 1σ uncertainties on the bins from the prior alone. This reconstruction is
compared to two cases where the last eight bins, in the aä[0.001, 0.206] range (3.85 < z < 1000), are replaced with a single wide bin: this is one in which it is
allowed to vary independently (red solid lines showing the best ﬁt and the 1σ band), and one where it is ﬁxed to 1 (green dashed lines).
Figure 5. Comparison of the X(z)-reconstructions obtained using different values of the correlated prior parameters ac and σm, and the rangeΔX over which X can vary
in each bin. The discrete error bars show the 1σ uncertainties from the prior alone. Panel (C) is the case of our standard prior, also shown in Figure 4. Note that the
vertical axis range in panel (G) differs from that in other panels.
13 This Letter additionally uses the eBOSS BAO data, while excluding the
galaxy power spectra, redshift space distortions, weak lensing, and CMB
anisotropies, which require modeling of perturbations and were used in the
EOS reconstruction (Zhao et al. 2017).
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reconstructions of X(z), i.e.,the best-ﬁt values and the 68%
conﬁdence level (CL) uncertainties for each bin, from these
data sets are presented in panels (A)–(F) of Figure 6. One can
see that X(z) reconstructed from either Base or Base+OHD is
consistent with that predicted by ΛCDM, while the reconstruc-
tion derived from the other four data combinations show
different levels of dynamics in X(z). For example, results
derived either from Base+H0 or Base+LyαFBAO prefer a
lower X(z) at higher redshifts. Speciﬁcally, Base+LyαFBAO
diminishes X at z∼2.3 (it even makes X negative at z2.3),
which is due to the fact that the LyαFBAO measurement at
z∼2.3 is lower than the theoretical prediction of ΛCDM at
around 2.5σ (Font-Ribera et al. 2014; Delubac et al. 2015). On
the other hand, Base+H0 drags X downward at z∼1. This is
because the local measurement of H0 prefers a much greater
value than that extrapolated from the best-ﬁt ΛCDM. The most
effective way to ﬁt a higher H0 is to increase X(z= 0), but as
X(z= 0) is ﬁxed to unity by deﬁnition, X(z) has to be reduced at
higher redshifts, namely, at z;1.14 Note that, these redshift-
dependent reductions of X caused by H0 and LyαFBAO would
be degenerate if one ﬁt a constant X instead, as both data sets
“pull” X in the same direction. When the tomographic BAO is
added to Base, a statistically signiﬁcant oscillatory feature
shows up at z0.6 (see panel (B)). X(z), in particular, tends to
go below unity at z∼0.1 and z∼0.3 and above unity at
z∼0.2. Such details would not be revealed without the high-
redshift resolution BAO measurements (Wang et al. 2017;
Zhao et al. 2017). The same oscillatory feature at z0.6 is
present in the SNe data, and becomes more signiﬁcant when all
data are combined, as shown in panel (F). The decrease in X at
z1.5 also becomes more pronounced. In addition, a new
bump appears at z∼1.3 caused by the requirement to maintain
a ﬁxed distance to last scattering, set by CMB measurements,
while compensating for the reduction in X at high redshifts.
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